Course Evaluation - Urban Education

Eva Travers

A. Please comment on and rate the following aspects of the course: Excellent Poor

1. **Organization of the course (sequence, emphasis)**
   1 2 3 4 5
   a. Which topics/classes did you like best?
   b. Which topics/classes did you like least?

2. **What aspects of the course or class sessions do you think should be changed? How?**

3. **Readings** (Please comment on quantity, quality and how much of the reading you typically did each week)

4. **Class**
   a. Discussion (whole class) 1 2 3 4 5
   b. Discussion (small group or activity based) 1 2 3 4 5
   c. Lectures 1 2 3 4 5
   d. Film video 1 2 3 4 5
   e. Student presentations 1 2 3 4 5

5. **Paper based on observation** 1 2 3 4 5
5. Reaction Paper

6. Policy Paper

7. Final exam (oral)

8. Field work/observation

9. Integration of education and policy issues

10. Societal perspective provided by course

B. Please comment on and rate the following aspects of the teacher's performance:

1. Knowledge and preparation

2. Clarity of presentation

3. Enthusiasm and ability to arose interest

4. Amount and quality of feedback on work of student

5. Accessibility

In general, how satisfied were you with this course:

Highly Moderately Mixed Moderately Highly
Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

Additional Comments: